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Abstract: 

The prevalence of type-2 diabetes (T2DM) among Mexican-American older adults along the U.S.-Mexico border region is 
at epidemic proportions. Healthcare reform is trending toward long-term home-based management of chronic conditions. 
Under the Mexican cultural norm of familism, daily care for elders is also often provided by family caregivers whose 
competence levels may vary.  Adherence to the prescribed medication regimen is critical to attainment of optimal glucose 
control.  However, there is a startling lack of literature that addresses the link between family medication administration 
and care recipients’ health outcome.  This paper explores the role of culture in medication administration by family 
caregivers of elders with T2DM from the perspective of caregiver capabilities and caregiving demands. A critical review of 
the literature offers suggestions to guide future studies. 
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Introduction 

             Mexican Americans are twice as likely to 

develop type-2 Diabetes (T2DM) as non-Hispanic 

Whites.1 In Texas, 34.8% of Hispanics 65 or older suffer 

from T2DM versus 17.0% of their non-Hispanic White 

counterpart.2 T2DM is exceedingly prevalent along the 

U.S.-Mexico border, where 1.2 million people bear the 

burden of T2DM and its related co-morbidities,3 ranking 

it the fifth leading cause of death in El Paso County.4 

Despite technologic and pharmacologic advances,  

individuals with T2DM at age 50 years still have a life 

expectancy 8.5 years shorter than their counterparts 

without diabetes.5 Diet, physical activity, and medication 

have long been recognized as the three major strategies 

for diabetes management.1 While there is a great deal of 

literature on diet and physical activity assisted by 

families, there is virtually no research linking family care 

of medication administration to effects on glucose 

control outcomes in individuals with T2DM.  Thus, the 

purpose of this review is to propose key variables in 

family medication administration for Mexican American 

older adults with T2DM through the lens of the Family 

Adjustment and Adaptation Response Model (FAAR)6 

and propose future studies taking cultural home-based 

chronic care into consideration.   

Culture and Family Caregiving 

               Mexican Americans highly value the family 

care for older adults.  Caregiving is likely to take place 

within the cultural context of familism, in which family 

members may be trusted as caretakers.  Among Mexican 

Americans this translates into a likelihood of the 

caregiver being a younger female family member, 

usually a daughter or daughter-in-law.7, 8 The older adult 

may relinquish care decisions, including medication 

regimen management to the caregiver, but still expect 

to remain in authority.  The dyadic relationship can 

foster or hinder quality care, and depends on the range 

of caregiver capabilities and demands.  In addition, older 

adults with T2DM may experience age-related 

impairments in cognitive and physical function, resulting 

in the need for caregivers to administer the medications.  

Failure to address the caregiver-older care receipt dyad 

and culture may partially explain outcome disparities 

among this target population.  Furthermore, the target 

population is expected to become the largest minority 

age group by 2019.9 However, the evidence base 

needed to identify culturally appropriate interventions 

that optimize the quality of home-based caregiver-

managed medication administration is insufficient.8 

Prevalence, Morbidity and Cost 

                  The prevalence of diabetes is rising 

globally. By 2025, about half of those age 65 or over will 

have T2DM and almost 60% will be diagnosed by 2050.4 

The expected increase is closely associated with 

increasing age: 220% for those ages 65-74,  and 449% 

for those 75 or older.10 In 2008, diabetes reportedly 

accounted for about $174 billion in medical expenses 

and reduced national productivity11 and diabetes-related 

spending is expected to reach $336 billion in 2034.5 In 

addition, Medicare spending is expected to rise from $45 

billion in 2009 to $171 billion by 2034.1@  

                   Family-based caregiving support for T2DM 

is especially important in the El Paso (TX) community 

because this group has up to four-times greater risk for 

diabetes.13  The statistics show significant disparities 

among Mexican Americans:1,14   

•  In some Texas-Mexico border counties, T2DM 

affects up to 50% of the Mexican American 

population over 35 years.  

•  Diabetes onset occurs earlier in Mexican Americans 

than non-Hispanic Whites, with 3.2% of Mexican 

Americans being diagnosed between 18-44 years 

old, compared to 1.3% of their non-Hispanic White 

counterparts.  

•  Diabetes is highly related to body weight and 

obesity rates, which are 74.6% and 73% in Mexican 

American men and women, respectively, compared 

to 71% and 57.6% in the non-Hispanic White 

counterparts.  

•  Mexican Americans with T2DM exhibit higher 

fasting glucose, decreased insulin sensitivity, 

increased insulin-resistance, and more severe 

complications than their non-Hispanic White 

counterparts. 

Medication Adherence and Glucose Outcomes 

                  Medication administration should be 

consistent with the prescribed regimen.15 Glycated 
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hemoglobin (HBA1c), which identifies the 8-12 week 

average plasma glucose concentration, is the gold 

standard for measuring glucose control.10 The goal of 

home-based care is to maintain an HbA1c less than 6% 

to signal stable glucose metabolism and to reduce or 

delay diabetes complications.16  Normal HbA1c outcomes 

also enhance subjective wellbeing.17 Hypoglycemic 

agents can reduce HbA1c by 0.5%- 2.0%.18 

Uncontrolled or progressive glucose instability, however, 

requires a more complex medication regimen.  Although 

adding insulin to the medication regimen increases the 

complexity of the prescribed treatment, insulin is highly 

effective, but is more costly and uncomfortable for the 

older adult.19   

               Poor medication adherence is common 

problem among older adults with T2DM20 and the quality 

of home-based care can have a positive or a negative 

impact on diabetes control.21 Thus, health-related social 

and economic factors (e.g., education, income) are 

important in measuring quality and outcomes in this 

population.22   

 

Family Caregiving and Care Recipients’ Health 

Outcomes 

                 Current studies tended to focus on either 

clinical, behavioral, and knowledge outcomes of 

individuals with diabetes,23 or burden of caregivers11 and 

the impact of financial strain24 on families. We propose 

that Mexican cultural norms, which stress the 

importance of familism (familismo) and respect 

(respecto),25 are worthy of study because of the 

disparity in prevalence and morbidity, and a lack of 

literature examining the effect of family care on care 

recipients’ health outcomes.  Evidence on which to base 

best practices (including modifying variables that 

strengthen the dyadic caregiver-elder relationship) is 

critical to achievement of glucose control in home-based 

family care.    

Family Adjustment and Adaptation Response 

Model 

                The Family Adjustment and Adaptation 

Response Model6 stresses the role of family caregiving 

capabilities and the demands of medication 

administration, and resulting outcomes in glucose 

control in the elderly care recipient with T2DM (Figure 

1).  This model highlights family caregivers as central to 

the older adult’s glucose control so balance between 

caregiving capabilities and demands can have a 

significant impact on glucose control outcomes in the 

older adult.  Family caregiving capabilities include health 

literacy, social support, household dependent ratio and 

perceived mutuality. Family demands include medication 

complexity, medication adherence, and affordability.  

This model can be used to understand the contribution 

of culture as important underlying context in the family 

dynamics process and, ultimately, glucose control.   

Methodology in Systematic Literature Review 

              We followed the Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 

guidelines in the development of this review. The aim of 

the PRISMA Statement is to improve reporting of 

systematic reviews and meta-analyses. Although 

PRISMA guidelines are primarily for systematic reviews 

of randomized clinical trials (RCTs), they can also be 

used for a systematic review of other types of 

research.26  

                 PubMed and Cumulative Index to Nursing 

and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) electronic 

databases were searched using five key words combined 

with the Boolean operator AND.  Medical Subject 

Headings (MeSH) and keywords were used with 

searches in each database. The search strategy 

incorporated the following key terms: “Hispanic”, “family 

caregiving”, “medication”, “diabetes”, and “elders”. 

When the searches using these key words did not 

identify any articles, the key words were modified using 

“family caregiving”, “medication” and “elders”. When the 

search terms were expanded to include all chronic illness 

populations, the results yielded 14 and 3 articles from 

PubMed and CINAHL, respectively. One duplicate was 

eliminated; therefore, the total number of articles 

retrieved was 16.  We reviewed published studies only, 

thus, no theses and dissertations were included. Two 

independent researchers reviewed the abstracts of the 

articles for relevance to the topic and eliminated 12; 

only four articles were retained and are included in this 

review. 

                 The authors reached consensus on key 

variables that were most pertinent to Hispanic family 
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caregivers and medication administration for older adults 

with T2DM--resulting in an alignment of the 

conceptualization of family caregiving with the FAAR 

model that stresses that the care recipient’s health 

outcomes are influenced by the balance between family 

caregiving capabilities and demands.  Four key variables 

were selected to represent family caregiving capabilities 

(health literacy, social support, household dependent 

ratio, and perceived mutuality); three additional 

variables (medication regimen complexity, medication 

adherence, and affordability) were selected to signify 

family caregiving demands in Mexican American family 

medication administration for older adults with T2DM 

(see Table 1). 

Results 

Family Caregiving Capabilities and Medication 

Administration 

                  Mexican American family members are 

likely to assume the role of providing in-home diabetes 

care.27 Nonetheless, families vary in their ability to 

balance between capabilities and demands.  Family 

capabilities to manage diabetes medication are a major 

determinant of whether the elderly care recipients suffer 

steady deterioration or remain in fairly stable health.  

Current literature focuses on these attributes among 

individuals with diabetes, and less on the attributes of 

their caregivers.  While no family system measures were 

significant predictors of HbA1c in a small English 

speaking sample with T2DM,28 the results in Mexican 

American older adults with T2DM may be different due 

to various family cultural values and caregiving 

capabilities.  

Health Literacy.  The relationship between health literacy 

and health outcomes is well-documented29 and 

improving health literacy skills is an objective in Healthy 

People 2020.30 Special consideration is needed for 

Mexican American family caregivers along the U.S.-

Mexico border,31 given the generally low educational 

attainment and low health literacy in this population.  

This suggests that Mexican American family caregivers’ 

health literacy is an important determinant of 

competence in medication administration.  Caregiver 

competence in medication administration for older family 

members with T2DM is a priority in health care and 

education assessment. Needed skills include making 

judgments about dosage, as is required in a sliding scale 

insulin regimen.32   Additionally, the link between health 

literacy and HbA1c in individuals with diabetes has been 

established in the work of Wolf and colleagues16; other 

research, however, has failed to demonstrate this 

relationship.33 Few studies have explored the effects of 

the health literacy of family caregivers on the health 

outcomes of their elder recipients. This supports our 

proposition that family caregivers’ health literacy is an 

issue in home-based care of Mexican American elders 

Figure 1. Mexican-American Family Care of Medication Administration for Older Adults with Type
-2 Diabetes Using Family Adjustment and Adaptation Response Model   
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with T2DM.  Family caregivers with varying health 

literacy often play the role of mediator or translator for 

their aged family member during health care services so 

they may also need to be educated with related 

knowledge.    

Social Support.  While having an important impact on 

the health outcomes of Mexican Americans, social 

support is a subjective concept that goes beyond merely 

counting the number of specific supports actually 

received.34 Among various conceptualizations, perceived 

social support is a good descriptor due to its significant 

associations with wellbeing, health outcomes, and family 

functioning.35  Although Gleeson-Kreig, Bernal, and 

Woolley36 stated that social support is not strongly 

related to T2DM self-care in Mexican American patients, 

the veracity of this argument is mitigated by the study’s 

small sample size and the fact that the authors affirmed 

the existence of a strong family support system in this 

culture. Social support embodies family caregiving 

capacities in medication administration within the 

cultural context of the Mexican American family.   

Household Dependent Ratio.  Adult children who 

simultaneously support their younger children and older 

parents are colloquially known as the ‘sandwich 

generation’.37 This is especially true in the Mexican 

American family with strong cultural ties to Mexican 

culture, who also tend to have larger household sizes 

compared to Non-Hispanic white families.38 A higher 

household dependent ratio indicates that adult children 

are supporting dependents under 18 or over 65 years.  

The average household size in El Paso, TX, is 3.1 

persons with 71% of households having one or more 

dependents,39 compared to an average household size of 

2.6 persons in the general U.S. population, with 57.8% 

having one or more dependents—suggesting that 

Mexican American adult children are challenged to 

support a larger number of household dependents.  

Also, the cost of medication has been linked to lower 

medication adherence in patients with T2DM.20 Since 

T2DM is considered a long-term chronic condition, older 

adults may skip or decrease the dose of their 

medications. Also of note is the option of their family 

traveling to Juarez, Mexico (30 minutes away) to buy 

cheaper medications.  Buying medications in Mexico may 

or may not be a good option since these prescription 

drugs are of undetermined quality and potency and may 

have a negative effect on the glucose control outcome.40        

Family Caregiving related to 
Medication Administration 

Key Variables 
References  

  Caregiving Capacities       

1.      Health Literacy 
Bauer et al., 2013; Berkman et al., 2011; 

HealthyPeople.gov (2013); Hu et al. (2013); 
Pagan et al. (2012); Rothman et al. (2004); 

Wolf et al. (2014) 

2.      Social Support  Gleeson-Kreig et a. (2002); Latham & Cal-
villo (2009); Trivedi et al. (2012)   

3.      Household Dependent Ratio   
Kao et al. (2012); Rivera et al. (2009); Sa-

las et al. (2009); U.S. Bureau of Census 
(2012 & 2013) 

4.      Perceived Mutuality   Kao & An (2012) 

1.      Medication Complexity  
Corsonello et al. (2009); McDonald et al. 
(2013); Thorpe et  al. (2012); Tong et al. 

(2014) 

  Caregiving Demands    
2.      Medication Adherence    

Ahmad at al. (2013); Farmer, Kinmonth, & 
Sutton (2006); Holland et al.(2010); Hong 

& Kang (2011); Odegard & Capoccia 
(2007); Odegard et al. (2013) 

3.      Affordability 
Rivera et al. (2009); Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services Chronic Condition Data 

Warehouse (2010); DHHS (2014); Office of 
Minority Health (2012); Rivera et al. (2009) 

Table 1. Key Variables in Mexican-American Family Caregiving Capabilities and Demands related to Medica-
tion Administration for Older Adults 
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Perceived Mutuality.  Caregivers’ perceived mutuality 

from their older adult family member may affect the 

care provided. In a sample of Mexican American 

caregivers,41 cultural orientation was found to have 

minimal effect on filial attitudes and no significant effect 

on perceived mutuality, but perceived mutuality from 

and filial attitudes toward their older adult care 

recipients demonstrated a strong relationship.  While 

caregivers with a strong Mexican cultural orientation 

tend to demonstrate a greater sense of filial obligation 

than do their Anglo-oriented counterparts, it is their 

perceived mutual equality with the older adult that 

demonstrates the most substantial effect on filial 

attitudes; thus ‘perceived mutuality’ may be a good 

predictor of quality of care and willingness to learn 

competency skills, translating to the care received by the 

elder with T2DM.  In give-and-take family relationships, 

‘you reap what you sow’ appears to be important to 

incorporate into studies of Mexican American family 

caregiving for older adults.41  

Family Caregiving Demands and Medication 

Administration 

            Mexican American family caregivers are known 

to experience more barriers to administering medication 

than other ethnic groups.40,42 Again, this is possibly due 

to the prevalence of lower educational levels and poorer 

understanding of English verbal and written instructions.  

Family demands may be risk factors interfering with 

medication administration for their older adults, 

especially when care recipients have a complex 

medication regimen, poor medication adherence, and 

inability to afford medications.   

Medication Complexity. A complex medication 

regimen affects the ability of both patients and their 

family to use medications correctly.43 The number of 

medications alone may not be the indicator of the 

complexity of a medication regimen.  Adding to 

complexity, researchers have not yet reached a 

consensus on the most effective agent to treat T2DM.44  

While many studies have provided information on 

efficacy of treatment, none have provided information 

on their impact on the clinical outcomes in older adults.  

Thus, it may be inappropriate to consider only the 

pharmacological effect of agents without considering 

family caregivers’ barriers in managing a complex 

medication regimen for their older adults.45  

Medication Adherence. In the past decade, the 

percentage of individuals over age 50 who used only 

insulin to treat diabetes declined significantly from 17 % 

in 1998 to 9% in 2008 but the use of oral agents, alone 

or combination with insulin, increased.46 This may be 

because an increased number of newly diagnosed older 

adults with diabetes are better controlled in the early 

stages with oral agents, diet, and exercise.  

Nevertheless, about 80% of older adults living with at 

least one chronic health condition require home-based 

medication administration,47 but inappropriate 

medication use is commonly reported in community-

dwelling older adults. Studies of T2DM worldwide48,49 

sowed a positive relationship between medication 

adherence and normal HbA1c levels.  Also, 85% of 

patients using diabetes medications agreed that the 

medication was beneficial.50 Even adherence to diabetes 

medication was shown to be strongly related to HbA1c 

control.19 Diabetes medication adherence rates vary, 

however, from 31% to 98%.18  If older adults can 

adhere to their prescribed medication regimen, this can 

surely help family caregivers manage their medications.   

Affordability. Approximately 39.6% of Mexican 

Americans are uninsured,51 and the rate is even higher 

in El Paso— 40.4% (Rivera et al., 2009).  Although the 

Affordable Care Act may positively impact these 

statistics, benefits may not reach a large portion of 

undocumented Mexican Americans and ironically, 

Medicare cuts have become a real possibility.  Based on 

the Centers for Medicare and  Medicaid Services Chronic 

Condition Data Warehouse,52 66.1% of older adults 

enrolled in Medicare Part D in 2007.  Among them, only 

9.6% were Mexican Americans despite poor older 

Mexican Americans’ eligibility for dual coverage with 

Texas Medicaid to bridge the drug accessibility gap.  In 

fact, a lack of medication coverage drives one third of El 

Pasoans across the border to buy cheaper medications 

in Mexico.40  However, the crossing-boarder-purchase 

may be unsafe due to the possibility of less qualified 

health providers and counterfeit or sub-standard 

medications.  

Conclusion 

              In this paper, the authors located several 

meaningful variables in Mexican American family 

caregiving capabilities and demands while providing care 

on medication administration for older adults through 
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the lens of FAAR model. The variables related to family 

caregiving capabilities in medication administration 

include health literacy, social support, household 

dependent ratio, and perceived mutuality. The variables 

related to family caregiving demands include medication 

complexity, medication adherence, and affordability. 

Given the ever-increasing cost of care and longer life 

expectancy for older adults with diabetes, some 

researchers consider diabetes in the aged population to 

be the salient epidemic of the 21st century.12 Jacobson 

and Wood53 confirm that managing medications is one 

of the major caregiving tasks adult children perform for 

aged parents with diabetes.  Due to various family 

dynamics, each caregiver-care recipient dyad should be 

individually assessed for the care.  Administration of 

medications to older adults by family caregivers, may 

become more complex and could exert pressure on the 

family.54  In an era of health care reform and home-

based care, the possibility of declining benefits for older 

adults translates into the imminent need to explore 

family caregiving competence in medication 

administration.  It is expected that family caregiving for 

Mexican American elders with T2DM will continue to 

increase38 within the cultural mores of familismo and 

respecto.  In conclusion, our critical review confirmed 

that Mexican American family caregiving competence in 

medication administration should be viewed using the 

lens of culture. 

Limitations 

                The major limitation of this paper is, while 

common sense tells us that caregiving is for the greater 

good of care recipients, few literature links family care 

on medication administration to health outcomes of 

older care recipients. The authors recommend 

performing a systematic review in the relationship 

between family care on medication administration and 

health outcomes of care recipients on a regular base to 

include more updated studies in the review to conquer 

the lack of empirical evidence support.   

Recommendations 

           In addition to aforementioned recommendation 

in performing a systematic review on the topic regularly, 

the authors also have the following suggestions: (1) 

older adults’ self-reported medication adherence should 

be compared with their primary caregivers’ report to 

avoid memory issues or socially desirable answers; (2) 

due to low literacy in this population, family caregivers 

should also be recipients of culturally appropriate 

information and education in medication administration 

to promote glucose control for older adults with T2DM; 

and (3) using the Medication Complexity Index, 

including the number, frequency, and special 

instructions for preparing medications, is suggested,55 to 

measure medication complexity. Even when the number 

of medications is low, the medication complexity may 

still be high with their associated frequency and 

instructions in taking medication.45 

Summary 

                 Although the population of aging Mexican 

Americans is expanding, few studies address caregiver 

competence in medication administration.  A critical 

review of the literature on family care and medication 

administration for older adults noted several conceptual 

shifts in the past decade: (1) from common to diabetes-

specific medication barriers: after a systematic review, 

Odegard and Capoccia18 concluded that factors affecting 

caregiving for individuals with diabetes include 

medication regimen complexity, dosing frequency 

greater than twice daily, cost, the need to remember 

doses and refills, and adverse effects; (2) from 

medication adherence to barriers: some researchers56 

support the proposition that the most effective way to 

determine if Mexican Americans with T2DM are taking 

their medications as prescribed is to utilize negative 

proxy measurement to identify their non-adherence (i.e., 

measuring the barriers) in taking medication; and (3) 

from studying aged patients to studying their caregivers: 

it makes sense to shift study focus to family caregivers 

and the caregiver-care recipient dyad within cultural 

norms.57 The paper intends to draw healthcare 

researchers’ attention to this current but often neglected 

issue in family care of medication administration for 

older adults with diabetes.  
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